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A b s t r a c t

The general properties of the factorized S - matrix

in two-dimensional space-time are considered. The relation

between the factorisation property of the scattering theory

and the infinite number of conservation laws of the under-

lying field theory is discussed. The factorization of the

total S * matrix is ohown to impose hard restrictions on

two-particle matrix elements: they should satisfy special

identities, the so-called fectorization equetions. The

general solution cf tho unj*ftrity
t
 ei-cssing and factori-

zation equations is found for the S - matrices having

ieotopic 0(K)~ symmetry. The solution turne out to have

different properties for the cases H»2 and ii ? 3.

For 5-2 the general solution depends on one parameter (of

coupling ccn<3tant type), whereas the solution for Я ̂ 3 has

no parameters but depends analytically on Я.

The solution for Нв2 is shown to be an exact eoliton

S-matrix of the sine-Gordon model (equivalently the massive

Thirring model). The total S-matrix of the model ie const-

ructed.

In the case of N ^ 3 there are two "minimum" solutions,

i.e., thoee having a munimmn set of singularities. One of

them is shown to be an exact S-4n*trix of the quantum 0(H)-

eymmetric nonlinear <5 - aodel» the other ie argued to

describe the ecettering cf elementary particles o/ the

-Keveu model. The bound «tete problem in the latter

i» QiecMSiMcW
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1. гатаошстюн

The general two-dimeneional relatirietic S-matrix

(not to mention higher space-time dimensionalities) is a

very oomplicated subject. In two space-time dimensions,

however, a situation is possible in which the total S-

matrix being nontrivial is simplified drastically. This in

the case of factorized scattering. Generally, the factoriza-

tion of a two-dimensional S-matrix means a special structure

of the multlparticle S-metrii element! it is factorized

into the product of a number of two-particle ones ae if an

arbitrary process of siultiparticle scattering be a success-

ion of space time separated elastic two-particle collisions,

the movement of the particles in betweer being free.

The factorized S-matrix has been first discovered in

the nonrelativistic problem of one-dimensional scattering

of particles interacting through the о - function pair

potential /1-3/* Futhermore, the factorization is typical

for the scattering of solitons of the nonlinear classical

field equations completely integrable by the inverse scatter-

ing method /4-6/. Note, that all the dynamical systems

leading to the factorized S-matrix possess, as a common

feature, an infinite set of "close to free" conservation

laws . This set of conservation laws ie considered to be

The meaning of this term is as follows. In the asymptotic
states all the particles are far enough from each othor and
thesa conservation laws tend to those of the theory of free
particles. The latter laws lead to conservation of the in-
dividual momentum of each particle and can be formulated,
e.g., as the conservation of eums of the entire powers of
all particle momenta ^— p**- • yi т. ± 2 /7/.



a necessary and sufficient condition for the S-matzix fac-

torization /7-11/. Some speculations about this point are

presented in Sect.2.

The ezpressibility of the multipartiele S-matrix in

terms of two-particle ones provides an essential simplifi-

cation and enables one to construct in many cases the

total S-matrix up to the explicit calculation of the two-

particle matrix elements themselves. In the present paper

we construct a certain class of the relativistic factorised

S-matricee being invariant under 0(1} isotopic transforms**

tiona. We use the method first suggested by Karowski, Thus,

Truoag and Weisz /12/ (in the sine-Gordon context). The

selfconsistency of the factorized structure cf the total

S-matrix turns out to impose special cubic equations (the

factorization equations in what follows) on the two-par-

ticle S-matrix elements (see Sect.2). Therefore, the

factorization, unitarity and crossing symmetry provide

a nontrivial system of equations which is basic for the

method mentioned above. The general solution of these

equations has an ambiguity of COD type* there is a "mini-

mum solution" (i.e., the solution having minimum oet of

singularities); one obtains the general one adding an

arbitrary number of auxiliary ODD pole*.

Are there any two-dimensional quantum field theory

(QPT) models that lead to these S - matricesT lost of the

nonlinear classical field equations have evident OF! ver-

sions. The problem of factorislng quantua S-aatrices of

these models (which is closely connected with that of

"surviving" classical conservatioi laws under quantisation)

is nontrivial and requires special investigation in each



case- In this paper we consider three QF*£ models: the aim

-в tc ahow r j.t they lead to '4TJ) aymnietrie f*etcrized

S-matricee.

1} The quantum вапе-Gordon model, 1-е., the model of

a single ecslar field Ф{Х) , which is defined by the

Laprangian density:

wnere ffl
0
 is a maea-like parameter and JS is a coup-

ling constant.

It is we11-tenown that the classical sine-Gordon

equation is completely integreble/6/. The structure of

the quantum theory паз beer aloo studied in detail. The

•леве epecfrum of this model пав been found by a quasi-

claasical method /13-15/. It contains particles carrying the

so-called "topological charge" -quantum aolitons and

corresponding entjsoli tons - and a number of neutral

particles (quantum doublets) which can be thought of as

eeliton-entisoliton bound states: the "elementary particle"

correaponding to field Cjf>(xJ turns out to be one of theee

bound states. Seme of the qucsiclassical results (the maas

formula for the doublets) proved to be exact /15/.

The other exact result has been obtained by Coleman

/16/ (see also refa. /17
t
19/)« The quantum eine-Gordon

model ie equivalent to the massive Thirring :_odel, i.e.,

the model of charged fermion field, defined by the Lagran-

In model (1.1) the tcpological charge CJ, is connec-

ted with the asywptctic behaviour of the field pf



gian

provided the coupling constants are connected by

1

Fundamental fennion of (1.2) are identical to quantum

solitons of (1.1).

There is a larj/e amount cf results in support of the

factorization of the quantum sine-Gordon S-matrix? these

results are considered in Sect.4.

2) The quantum chiral field on the sphere о

(0(N) sysme'r.L". nonlinear C5 - model) defined by the

Jensity and the constra int

A/ **

<,.«

where Q
o
 is a (bare) coupling constant. This model is

0(N) aynanetric, renormali2able end asymtotically free

/20,21/. The infrared charge singularity of this model

seems to cause the desintefration cf the GoldBtone vacuum

/22/. True vacuum is 0(N) synnuetric and nondegenerate; all

the particles of the model are massive and form 0(N) -

multiplets. This is surely the case when N is large enough

/23,24/ and we suppose it valid for all N£3.

In Sect. 5 some argumente in favour ^f S--matrix facto-

rization in the model (1.4) are presented. The first

evidence of this pheromenon is based on the properties of

the 1/H expansion of the model /23,24/. Namely, the absence

of 2 -* 4 production amplitude and the factorization of



3 -> 3 amplitude can be shown to the leading order in

1/5 /25/. A .̂jre rigorous proof of the <5 - model S-

aiatrix factorization follows Ггоа the recently discovered

infinite set of quantum conservation laws /26,27/. In sect.

5 we review briefly tne results of ref./26/.

3) lne Gross-Heveu model, i.e
v
 the model of H-compo-

nent self-conjugated fermi-field ^ (*) ; « " 1,2
}
...N{N

with four-fermion interaction

where *+[
 ж
 ^Klfo • Like the chiral field this model ie

renormalizable, asymtotically free and explicitly 0(H) вуш-

metric.

Model (1.5) has been studied by Gross and Reveu in

the limit of H-^oc» /28/. They have found a spontaneous

breakdown of discrete Xs ~ symmetry (the field 2— 4 *£

acquires a nonzero vacuum expectation value) leading to

the dynamical mass transmutation. Using quasiclassical

method Doahen, Haselacher and Heveu /29/ have studied the

model in the same H-***0 limit. These authors have found a

rich spectrum of bound states of the fundamental fermions

of this model and determined their masses.

We support the the factorization of the Grose-He/eu

S-matrix by arguments which are quite analogous to those

for model (1.4).

The content is arranged as follows. In Sect.2 general

properties of factorized scattering are considered, fac-

torization equations are introduced and their meaning in

cleared up. Futhertore,a convenient algebraic represents-



tlon oT the factorized S-matrix ie euggeeted. Sect.? con-

tains the general solution of analyticity, unitarity and

factorization equations for the S-matrix having 0(H) iso-

topic symmetry. The "minimum" solutions of these equations

turn out to be essentially different for Ж-2 and 1 ^ 3 .

The solution for H>2 depends on one parameter of coupling

constant type. As is shown in Sect.4,this solution turns

out to be the exact S-matrix of quantum sine-Gordon soli-

tone. In this Sect, we construct the total sine-Gordon S-

matrix too, irhich includes all bound states (doublets).

Рог-the case H ̂  3 "minimum" solutions of Sect.3 depend

on no free parameters. They correspond to asymptotically

tree field theories with the dynamical mass transmitation.

In Sect.5 and 6 one of these solutions is shown tc be S-

metrix of model (1.4) and the other - to be an exact one of

elementary fermione of (1.5).

2. FACTORIZED SCATTERING. GSNERAb PROPERTIES. FACTO-

RIZATION EQUATIONS

Consider a two-dimensional scattering theory and

suppose that the underlying dynamical theory ie governed

by the infinite set of observation laws, the corresponding

conserving charges Qn. ', n~i
t
2
t
... oo being diago-

nal in one-particle states:

Qjp™
In (2.1) f> is the particle momentum and (Q.) letters

the kind of particle (if the theory contains more than one

kind). Suppose, futhemore, that the eigenvalues dĉ

form the set of independent functions. In fact, all the



known eystems with the infinite number of conservation lawa

permit such a choice of the set Q n .
 t n a t

 ^M,Cp)ebould

be, speaking roughly, the entire powers of the momentum P .

E.g., for the sine-Gordon case they aret

where W j . is the mass of the particle ( <X>. The lews

deecribed above are said to be "deformation of free laws".

If the theory is governed by laws of this type the corres-

ponding theory satisfies hard selection rules (first notioel

by A.M.Polyakov), Namely:

i)Let ( УУЦ\ be the mass spectrum of the theory. Then

the number of particles of the same mass ft\^ remains

unchanged after collision.

ii) The final set of the two-momenta of particles is

the same as the initial one .

, These two selection rules become evident if one takes

into account that:

b) _г1Л - Q and hence 7 p
itiK
 (2.4)

jfcO-t
c) The functions CO are independent.

' It may appear that i) and ii) mean that the S-matrix is
diagonal in the momentum representation. It is not true if
the theory contains different particles (having different
internal quantum numbers, e.g., particle and antiparticle)
of the same mass. In this case the exchange of momenta
between these particles and traneforroation o* one of them
into the other are possible.



Note that all the intermediate states «here the par-

ticles are far enough from each other should satisfy both

selection rules i) and ii) too. Thia note, together with

the special properties of two-dimensional kinematics, glres

an impression that if the theory is governed by an infinite

set of conservation laws the multipart!cle S-matrix elementя

can be expressed in terms of two-particle ones.

To clarify this point consider the space of configura-

tions of the system of N particles. There are HJ discon-

nected domains in this space where all the particles are

fa: enough from each other end one can neglect interaction

between them. Let />; Г • j *Ly *Ы \ be the coordinates of

particles and R - the interaction length (we euppose the

letter to be finite). Then each domain can be identified by

the mcceeeion of inequalities Xp < Xp <£ ••• <£ ̂ 2tt »wiiere

X p ~ X P ^ 'Я. , and ir is any persutation of the

integers 1,2, N. We denote this domain by «Д-Р-

The free motion of particles in these donaix&can be

described in terma of the wave function IjpC**,-" ̂ *f) «

JXJ^ -^-p • Selection rules i) and ii) mean now that if

the incident particles are of momenta Pi ' P* > ••• У p V

then the wave function in each domain should be a super-

position o''' waves, the set of wave vectors being selected by

these rules.

o
1

Here summation is carried out over all permutatione Jt of

Pi ••• P^ » permitted by i) and ii). Symmetriaation

1O



(antieymmetrization) in the coordinates of identical

particles is implied in (2.5). The coefficients C ^ P , P _)

are function of the domain -̂ -_p and of the permutation

± • In particular, the coefficient L.(x, I y describes

the incident ware in the domain -Л-р ; to obtain the

scattering wave function one puts QQ^^J-O if X ^ I

and (~(Д_, I) ~ •*• (here I is identical transposition).

The coefficients СД.£^ Iy ( 1 is the inverse transposi-

tion 1(^-2,.-. A/J = (<*/"-1,...1) ) describe outgoing waves

in theee domains and thus they are elements of the H-par-

ticle S-matria. For example,in the case of two particles of

the same mass the wave function becomes

(2'6)

In eq. (2.6) Sj^ and S y are two-particle S-matrix

elemente corresponding to backward scattering (reflection)

and forward scattering (transition).

It is convenient to picture the situation as the

scattering of the H- dimensional plane wave in the system

of aemipenetrable hypersurfaces X^ = X: (for any i and

j). Par erî u&h from these hypersurfaces the wave ie des-

cribed by (2.5); near them the motion is more complicated

because of the interaction of particles. Moreover, if the

relativistic problem ie considered the motion in the in-

teraction region cannot be treated in terms of the wave

function of a finite number of variables (because the

virtual pair creation ie possible). The determination of

11
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/*"* / D P I

the coefficients L-L-t̂ x J in ;2.5) requires the extra-

polation of the wave function from one domain of free

motion to the other through the boundary between them,

where the particles are in interaction. The solution of the

problem of interacting particles ie.in general, a very

complicated task. Note, however, that the extrapolation of

the wave function can pass through the region of the boun-

dary, where two particles are close and others are arbit-

rary far from them and each other (e.g.,/Xj-X
A
J ̂  R ,

j

These regions describe two-particle collisions and there

the extrapolation conditions are the same as in the two-

particle problem. Therefore, in this case the knowledge of

the two-particle S-ir.atrix elements provides one with a

sufficient information to determine all the coefficients

C\J-j^- ) and therefore to obtain the multiparticle S-matric.

N-particle S-matrix element turns out to be a product of

N{nJ-x) |;
W0
 p

ar
ticle ones. Such a structure is spoken

about as the factorized S-matrix. Note that the possibility

of this structure is due to the fact that the wave function

in each domain J\_ p is a superposition of a finite number

of waves, the latter being a consequence of the infinite

set of conservation laws.

Of course, this consideration connecting the factori-

zation and the existence of infinite number of conservation

lewe is not a rigorous proof; a complete evidence can be

found in recent paper /11/. All the considerations presen-

ted in the above paragraph are of the exact sense in the

case of the one dimensional problem of nonrelativistic

particles interacting via the О - funciion potential /1-3/»

12



The factorized S-metrix corresponds to the following

simple scattering picture. In the infinite past particles

of momenta pi >Pa> "* ̂  P*f were spatially arranged

in the opposite order: X± К Х^ К ••• (. X/i/ • In the

interaction region the particles successively collide in

pairs; they move as free real (not virtual) particles in

between. The set of momenta of particles is conserved in

each pair collision; if the particles are of different mass

the transition is possible only, the collision of particles

of the same mass may result in the reflection too. After

~~^* • P
a i r

 collisions the particlee are arranged aloug

the X axis in the order of momenta increasing. This

corresponds to the final state of scattering - outgoing

particlee.

The space-time picture of the multiparticle factorized

scattering can be represented by a special diagram; an

example is drawn in fig.1. Each straight line in the diagram

corresponds to any value of momentum, obviously connected

with the slope of the line (in this diagram time is assumed

to flow up). Two-particle collisions are represented by the

vertices where the lines cross each other; the correspon-

ding two particle amplitude should be attached to each cross.

The total multiparticle S-matrix element of the process

drawn in the diagram is given by a sum of products of all

N(A/1)
the

 v
 - two-particle amplitudes corresponding to each

vertex. The summation mentioned above should be carried out

over all possible kinds of particles flowing through the

internal lines of the diagram and resulting in a given

final state.

The following is worth mentioning. The same scatterng

13
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process can be represented by a number of different diagrams

in which somt of the lines are translated in parallel

(e.gvsee figs 2a) and 2b)). Tlie amplitudes of these diagrems

should not be added in the multiparticle S-matrix element.

In terms of the wave function in sectors -A-j» amplitudes

drawn in fig.2a) and 2b) correspond to different eemifronts

of the same outgoing wave. Both should have the same

amplitudes and phases (because of i) and ii)), i.e., be

coherent. This requirement maken two-particle matrix

elements satisfy special cubic equations, the latter being

necessary conditions of the factorization. In what follows

these equations play an essential role and we shall call

them the factorization equations .

In the present paper the relativistic scattering is

mainly considered. The following notations are convenient

in this case. We shall use rapidities {Ja. instead of

momenta Pa, of particlee (of mass ̂ o.)

] Pa. = m^n-Va. . (2.7)

Two-particle amplitudes «3 (̂  Po., PbJ become functions of

the rapidity difference of colliding particlee (7 vo."

(the notation C/^t = 6u~ &b will be used as well), the

latter being simply connected with the £ - channel invari-

ant

3

' Pactorizetion equations anfi their physical, sense "in the
problem of nonrelativiistic particles «interacting via "the
S- function potential have been considered in ref./2/;

in the case of ..he sine-Gordcn. problem they were obtained
in ref8./3o,31/ and used in ref./12/.

IS



£ + ™ Ь (2.8)

( m
t
 end Wife are masses of the particles).

Tiro-particle amplitudes S (A)
 a r e

 analytical

functions in the complex S-plane with two cute along the

real axis -S ̂ (т^-ГИц] and $bC
m
*.+

 n
4>} <aee fig.3).

In the case of the factorized scattering there ie two-

-particle unitarity only, hence,the thresholds 5*(W«j Ml^j

and £ =(Wt(t+nit,) are square root branching points of o(£>-

It is natural to suppose function* «SCO not to exibit

other branching points. If it is the case, the functions

o(,v/ should be meromorphic. Mapping(2.8) transforms

physical sheet of the s-plane into the strip 0 **Jm& <• Л.

(If it cannot lead to misunderstanding we shall drop sub-

indices " * "ab ) in the 0 -plane» the edges of the risht

.left
and^uts of the s-plane physical sheet being napped on

exeBJjy>&~0 and Jtn 9 = JC , respectively (see fig.4).

The area ЗглЭ-СЖ; ^=-i
y
i"2,-3,—correspond to the edges

of cuts of the other complex s-plane sheets.

The functions S(wjare real at the imaginary axis of

the 9 -plane (real analyticity). In particular, at JW&-Q

the relation S(p)- О (70/is valid. Crossing symmetry trans-

formation S-^JsWI^+il/Wk ~ S corresponds in terms of the

variable U to substitution & ~* (-5Г-6' .

In the nonrelativistic limit Pa. V^Wq, rapidities can

be replaced by the nonrelativistic velocitiestL*^tL
s
 -~- .

All the following expressions (except those connected with

the crossing relations) can be applied to the case of non-

relativistic S-matrices after replacement Utc* a>,
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it is convenient to describe a general structure of

the factoriaed S~matrix by a special algebraic construction

/30,2
е
;/, Consider a factorized scattering theory containing

eeveral kinds of particles (A,B,C and so on; particles of

the same kind suggested to be identical; statistics is not

important for our coneideration). These particles are

represented in our construction by the special noncommuta-

tive symbols A(9), $(yJ, C-L&J ..., the variable 6 being

the rapidity of the corresponding particle. These symbols

are frequently called particles.

The scattering theory is stated as follows". Identify

asymptotical states of the scattering theory with the

products of all the particles in the state. The arrangement

of the symbols in the product corresponds to that of

particles along the spatial axis X : in-states should be

identified with the products arranged in the order of de-

creasing rapidities of particles and out-states with those

arranged in the order of increasing rapidities. For example,

in-state of three particles A,A and В having rapidities Pi,

У2.
 a n d

 C?5,respectively,( B^t/^^ "$ ) acquires the form

Any product can be rearranged by means of a number of

subsequent commutations of neighbour particles. Each commu-

tation corresponds to certain two-particle collision; this

leads to commutation rules for the symbols A[(s)
f
 O\y},...

Por example, if particles A and В are of different mass,

one writes

where -̂>Д& V ̂ i.2f *-
B
 *

n e
 'transition amplitude for the

reaction AB-*AB (remind, that in the case of different

18



messes, reflection is foroidden by ii)). If particles of

different kinds (say A and C) but of the same mass are

under consideration the reflection is permitted and we

should write

Reflection and transition are indistinguishable in the

case of identical particles, therefore

As it was mentioned above (eee footnote at the page j )

if there are different particles of the same mass one of

them is permitted to turn into the other in the process of

two-particle scattering. It means that additional channels

in the two-particle scattering are open and,hence, corres-

ponding terms should be added into the right hand sides

of eqs. (.2.9), (2.10) and (2.11). We shall not discuss this

point here, there are some examples of such situation in

the next section.

The use of the commutation relations of type (2.9).

(2.10), (2.11) in the calculation of eymbole ALB) , Ы.9)

and so on lead to umbiguities unless certain selfconsisten-

cy requirements for two-particle amplitudes ere satisfied.

The latter are of two kinds. The identities of the firet

kind arise when one performs the opposite transposition of

symboia after the direct one, and requires the result to be

equal to the initial combination; these identities coincide

with two-particle unitarity relations. The multiparticle

in-states may be rearranged into out-states i» many possible



successions of pair commutations but the result should be

the same. This leads to the identities of the second kind.

Clearly it is sufficient to consider three particle states

only and require the same result of permutations in two

possible successions. One obtains all the required iden-

tities which coincide,of course,with the conditions ensur-

ing the equality of triangle diagrams (see fig.2a),b)) and

so they are the factorization equations.

If identities of both kinds are satisfied the commuta-

tion relations permit one to rearrange unambiguously any

in-state into a superposition of out-states and then this

construction represents the total factorized S-matriz. Its

unitarity is trivial. One obtains the matrix >S after

the rearrangement of out-states into in-states; it differs

form the S-matrix in the signs of the arguments of all

two-particle amplitudes V/<L.|>"* ~ *7<ib • This change of sings

leads +o the complex conjugation of the two-particle matrix

elements. Taking into account the symmetricity of the S-

matrix one obtains О
 =

 О •

3. RELATIVISTIC S-MATRIX WITH O(H)-ISOSYMMETRY.

GENERAL SOLUTION

Following the general consideration of the previous

section we treat now the class of relativistic factorized

S-matrices characterized by the isotopic 0(H) symmetry.

To introduce the O(N)-symmetry we assume the existence of

isovector H-plet of particles /\^ j и~^2
у
..Ы with equal

mass YY\. and require O(N)-symmetry of the two-particle

scattering (this ensures 0(11) symmetry of the total S-

matrix due to the factorization). Namely, we assume the

20



two-particle S-matrix to пате the form:

where 3»(pj[+p/y • The functions SjCf) a n d ^iC5J a r e

the transition and reflection amplitudes, respectively,

while OjC )̂ describee the "annihilation" type prooeseeej

Ai+Ai-* 4j+4j

The S-matriz (3.1) will be crossing-symmetric provided

the amplitudes О (.$) satisfy equations O^Cs) »S,l4ni
l
-s)end

Si(S) - S H O W ' S ) ' After introducing the rapidity

variables (2.7),(2.8) we deal with a meromorphic functions

S
4
(B) , S

A
(8J and S

4
(6J , where &* 4»fCk% «*

the crossing-symmetry relations become

(3.2a)

To describe now the factorized total S-matrix let us

introduce, following the general method of sect.2, the

symbols r\l,\y); *• ™̂ y2>.-.. ™ • The commutation rules

corresponding to (3.1) are ^

AW AM = S
L
: SJQu) I AM AM *

J
 "* «-1 (3.3)

It is straightforward to obtain the unitarity condi-

tions for two-particle S-matrix (3.1)г

( 3
*

4 b )



S
4
(-0)

<3.4c)

Equation* (3-2) and (3«4) are obviously not sufficient

to determine the functions Ov"/« Further restrictions

come from the factorization equations (see sect.2). One

obtains the factorization equations considering all possible

three-perticle in-producta AlL8±)A'(y
J
.)A

k
\9

i
), reordering

then to ret the out-producta by means of (3*3) and requir-

ing the results obtained in two poeeible successions of

the two-particle commutations to be equal. The equations

arieing are evidently different for the cesee T<=2 and К Ч- 3

(fewer different three-particle products are possible at

H«2). Therefore it ie convenient to make a notatirnal dis-

tinction between these two cases. Dealing with the case

S ^ 3 *« redenote the amplitudes S< , Sj> and Oj by 6<,

6^ and O j , respectively, leaving the original notations

fcr the caae H«2.

The factorization equations have the form (the deriva-

tion is etraif-htforward but cumbrous)

Д
 3

for Ii-2 and

б>г6±<$ь
 +
 63636г ~ &з&г6

л
 (3.6а)

62.616
X
 + 63 6

г
бх * 6

3
 di d.t (3.
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for Я * 3. Рог each term in (3.5) and (3.6) the argument

of the first, the second and the third S ( <5 in (3.6))

is implied to be У , 0
 +
 \7 and v

 J
 respectively.

The factorization equations turn out to be rather

restrictive. They allow one to express explicitly all the

amplitudes in terme of one function.

General solutions for both systems (3*5) and (3*6)

satisfying the real-analyticity condition (all the ampli-

tudes are real if \j is purely imaginary) are derived in

Appendix A. For system (3*5) (i.e.,for H=2) this solution is

with arb-.trary real У and О . The general solution for

(3.6) contains only one free parameter Л and have the

following form

The restrictions on the amplitudes ^\ \

come from the unitarity conditions (3.4). The equations

(3.4b) and (3.4c) are satisfied by (3-7) and (3-8) iden-

tically, while equation (3.4a) gives

for H«2 and 2.

(0)6^0) ^ifp- (З.Ю)



for Я > 3.

Up till поя we have deliberately avoided the use of

the croBBin£-eysasetry relations (3-2). Although the above

consideration ccnceme the rel&tivietic case, the unit exit у

conditions (3.4) end factorization equations (3.5), (3*6)

are valid for any ncn-relativistic 0(H) symmetric factories*?

S—matrix as we21, provided the substitution is made

(3.11)

where ICJ_ and \C^ are the momenta of colliding particles.

Therefore, the f-eneral solutions (3.7), (3-9) and (3.8),

(3.10) are- still valid (cfter the substitution (3.11)) in

a r.onrelativiGtic cti»e. Thi3 will be used at the end of

sect.4.

Equations (3-2) are specifically relativistic. They

turn out to give a restrictions on free parameters in (3.7)

and (З.в). It is easy to see that (3.2) can be satisfied

only if
 0

О = 5C (3.12)

in (3-7),(3-9) and

X - -^Y (3.13)

in (3.3), O.10). Thus, the formulas for N .̂ 3 do not

actually contain any free parameter. This circumstance will

be important in section 5.

Equation G.2e) (which is certainly valid for &ь(В)

as well as forS
z
(9)). together with (3.9) and (З.Ю) will

be used to determine O^Q) and 6^(0/. In both cases N«2

and 11^ 3 the solution admits the CDD-arabiguity only /32/:

an arbitrary solution can be obtained multiplying some
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"minimum'' solution by a function of the type

№ - П
where C ^ (Э^

;
... OC^ are any real numbers. It ie

the "minimum
11
 solutions, i.e., the solutions having a

minimum set of singularities in 0 ~ Pla*
16
 that will be

of most interest below. For N»2 such a solution can be

represented in the form

where

In the case B ^ 3 there are, in general, two different

"minimum" solutions (the exceptional cases are H=3 and

№ 4 , when these two solutions coincide). We denote these

solutions ^ u (&) and O^ (0/; they can be written in

the form

where

We consider the solutions having singularities at the
imaginary Q axis only, i.e., the solutions exhibiting
bound and virtual states only.



Q(6)
 №^А)^|Г

The difference between these two solutions ie of CDD -

type (3-14)

In the following sections we point out the connection

between the solutions (3.15) and (3.17) and the certain

two-dimensional quantum field theory models. Namely we

shew Ihat (3.15) together with (3.7 a,b) is an exact S-

matrix of quantum sine-Gordon solitone, while the во

ticne d>2 ( Ф ) and ^
2
 (&/

 f
o r N ^ 3 give i &

exact S-tr. tricee for the quantum chiral field (1.4) and

for the "fundamental" fermione of Gross-Neveu model (1.5)»

respectively.

4. EXACT S-MATREK OF THE QUANTUM SINE-GORDON MODEL

Quantum sine-Gordon model (1.1) is the most known

example of relativistic quantum field theory leading to

the factorized scattering. There are various results eneur-

inr the lactcrization of the eine-Gordon S-matrix. Complete

integrbbility of the classical eine-Gordon equation /6/

means the existence in the classical theory of an infinite

number of conservation laws which are "deformation of free

ones". The analogous eet of conservation laws is also

present in the "classical" massive Thirring model (which

corresponds to the "tree" approximation for La/rrangian

(1.2)) /33,34/. The important problem of conservation laws
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'.n quantum theory has been treated in ref./34/ where euch

conservation laws were shown to survive after quantization

by perturbation theory approach (in all perturbational

ordere). The absence of particle production and factoriza-

tion of multiparticle quantum S-matrix which are the

Jionsequenses of conservation laws has been previously

demonstrated applying direct sine-Gordon perturbative

calculations by Arefyeva and Korepin /8/ . The same result

can be obtained in perturbation theory of massive Thirring

model, i.e., for soliton ecettering /35.36/. The semiclas-

aical arguments for the soliton S-matrix factorization

are EIBO possible /14/. We use here the results mentioned

above and treat the total sine-Gordon S-matrix as a facto-

rized one.

The bound states of quantum solitons (the quantum

doublete)and the soliton scattering have been investigated

by a semiclassical approach in refs./13-15, 37,38/. We

represent here some aemiclasaical formulae which will be

of need below.

The two-particle scattering amplitude oC"/ for the

solitons of the same sign and the transition amplitude

for soliton-antisoliton scattering calculated in the

main semiclassical approximation have the form /13,14,37/

Besides the explicit expressions for the factorized sine-
Gordon "elementary" particle S-matrix has been first pro-
posed in /8/ (ве« also /1СДО



tt.iicb id connected in a simple «ay with parametere cf the

classical soiitcn acat terir.fr. Tne яе-iuciass icai solitcrj-

a-.iifl'. ii'.vn reflection amplitude i*nich taxes intr &'c'"oun"

an i~a,'ir.ery time classical trajectory, see re?./36/) is

The derivation cf the aerr-iclassical mass spectrum of

:ne quansiuc aoiiblets was carried our m papers /13-15/-

In tne first T.WO semiclassicai apprcximations it ie

f
wr.ere fTL is a scliton тпавэ e: i )(

 =
 P L gJl -l *'•

Тле authors of /15/ have preser.tec some arruments for

:~crrr.ula (ч.З) to be net only setr.iclaaeical but exact;.

Tr.dener:aeru supports for thie hypothesis have been fiver:

.:-, /10,3 ',40/. The exact solution for the S-matrix which

is derived in this section also confirms the exactness

:i spectrum (4.3).

'He be.-in constructing the quantum sine-Gordon S-

rsairix stressing that the model exibits an U\<-) isotopic

symmetry. In terras of the massive Thirrinp fields T

this symmetry is quite obvious: it corresponds to the

phase invariance у~+ Q. i of (1.2). Prom the view-

"T:.e sinrularit;.- of the sine-Gordon theory ax & *SX has
beer, discussed by Coleman /16/. As shown in /16/, the
Haxiltcnian of the theory becomes unbounded from below at
Р

г
 *. ?3T provided the standard renormalizetion technique is

used: -he phenomenon is of ultraviolet nature. This scarcely
means the failure of the theory with Р

Х
>£Я , but rather

indicated я lack of superrenormali_ability property and
tells that the other renormalisation prescription is nece-
аэагу at fb^i-ZTC • In this paper we everywhere restrict
cur consideration to the case fb £ 85t



point of the sine-Gordon Lagrangian 0(2) symmetry ia of

more delicate nature; it is the rotational symmetry of the

disorder parameter (see ref./41/ for the concept of the

disorder parameter). The detailed discussion of the last

point is beyond the scope of this paper. Por our purpose

it is sufficient to note only that the soliton end anti-

aoliton of model (1.1) can be incorporated into an iso-

vectcr 0(2) doublet. Following the convention of eect.3

we denote real components of this doublet by symbols /\"(д

Ь-ljit. . Then the soliton and antieoliton themselves will

be the combinations

In terras of the particles r\\\7) and r\\v) commutation

rules (3-3) take t
v
e form

)~ S(e
i2
)A(ejA(ft),

In (4.5) З т ^ '
а п (

* S o C ^ )
a r e t r s n 3 i t i o n аП(

* reflection

amplitudes for the soliton-antisoliton scattering while

O C P ) ^
в
 ^

n e
 scattering amplitude for identical solitons.

They are connected in a simple way with amplitudes ^

and Sj(0) from (3.3)

2
C

Z

s
±
ce) + s&)

 (4
'
6)

It is seen from (3.2) that

( 4
'

7 >SW-SrCiX-9);
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The factorization and 0(2) ay—•try of the sine-Gor-

don solitcn S-matrix allown one to apply immediately the

results of the previous section. It follows from (3.7a,b),

(3.12) and (3.15) that
 e

_

(4.8a)

where (with arbitrariness of tiie CDD- type (3-14) only)

and H/"(0)
i B
 tfiven by (3.1b). The location of zeroes and

pcles of functions S
T
(@) and Sn(O/ (4.8),(4.9)

shown in Pir.5. Kote the equidistant (with separation

pce:tions of O T ( V ) poles in the physical strip 0<3m9<X

Sur.h pcsiticriB are in accord with the semiclassicsl «ass

spectrum (4.3). The correspondence is exast if

Therefore,the whole bound state spectrum (4.3) is

contained in the "minimum" solution (4.9). (3.16) and

CDD poles read not be added. This solution automatically

satisfies alec another песезеагу requirement for the exact

sine-Gcrdon S-matrix. If tf=8x(fb *^X) th

Th.rrir.g model coupling Q vsaiishes and the S-aatrix

should become unity. In fact when ^ * оЗГ one has from

<4.P>, (4.9) and (3-16)
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These two remarkable properties of the "minimum"

solution (together with its obvious aesthetic appeal) may

serve as initial arguments to chooae it as the exact S-

znntrix of quant urn sine-Gordon aolitone. We present below

a numoer of checks which confirm such a choice.

If %-*85C the formulae (4.8), (4.9) and (3.16) can

be expensed in powers of ЗГ — °JL .. 4 and the expansion
X Г

coefficients can be compared with the results of diagramma-

tic calculus in meBBive Thirring model (1.2). Such a com-

parison has been carried out in /42/ up to Q and a

coincidence nas been found.

Another check is a comparison with aemiclassical

*>гтш1ав (4,1), (4„2.Ь The semi classical limit for Lagran-

?ian (1.1) corresponds to £> -* 0 .At Q fixed and &~+0

exact relation (4.8a) converts into semiclassical one (4.2)

(one shcuid take into accouno that Xs P *is\.Pr )•

Lirther~ -re it сал be easily verified that asymptotics of

:..-e exert ajnpiitudes SCvJ . and S T " C V J as tf+ О coincide

with (4,1), To do this one represents the exact

(4 8a)
?
(4.9) in the form

Changing in (4.4) the infinite product by a sum in the

exponent and then replacing at Jf"* О the sum by integration

one reproduces (4.1) exactly.

The larger the coupling parameter, the larger is the

mass of each bound state (4.3) (in nite of the soliton maasi

The Y\, -th bound state gets at the soliton-antisolitee
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threshold when X- &~ , and when Y £ йЛ it е..1затзт>еаг£
и П 0 ухП ух,

from the spectrum converting into the virtual state. At

0 %• OX all bound etatea (4.3) including the "elementary"

particle of sine-Gordon Lagrangian (1.1) become unbound

(remind that "elementary" particle is one of etatea (4.3),

corresponding to п»1 /15,14/), Thus
t
 at У<&-о5С the spectrum

contains soliton and antisoliton only. The values %%> 8%

correspond to Q£ 0 in (1.2), i.e., to the repulsion
between soliton and antisoliton.

Note that at % = ~ the reflection amplitude (4.9)

vanishes identically (this property appears already in

semiclaesical formula (4.2) with the natural change of jf

by В ), while transition amplitude От-(У/ acquiree,

as the result of special cancellation of poles and zeroes

in Pig.5t » simple iorm: л

Л

This expression together with the hypothesis of its

exact nature et |= — has been first presented by Korepin

and Paddeev /14/. The general formulae (4.8),(4.9), (3.16)

for arbitrary У were given in /43/ .

Commutation rules (4.5) together with explicit

expressions (4.8),(4.9) and (3*16) for the two-particle

amplitudes represent S-matrix for an arbitrary number of

solitons and antisolitons. To obtain the total sine-Gordon

' The derivation presented in /43/ is based on certain
special assumptions such as exactness of maes spectrum
(4.3) and vanishing; of refraction at f= »%••

 A
 derivation

relying on the factorization equations and not referring
to these assumptions was first given in /12/.
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S-matrtx one should supplement it with elements describing

the scattering of any number of solitons and bound states

(4.3). We denote the latter particles as В
л
 ; /3L= i,2,...< у

Particles C5
a
 with even (odd) values of Y\. turn out

to have positive (negative) C-parity. This can be seen if

one considers the eoliton-antieoliton amplitudes with the

definite 5 -channel C-parity:

' Sft(0)] <4.Hb)

The amplitude О^СЭД
 n a e

 even subset KL = 2,4 ... of

bound state poles Q *IK-L*.yg only, while S. CO)

exhibits only the odd subset YL - i.3,--- .(These

poles of O + (j9J have positive residues as it should be).

In particular, the sine-Gordon "elementary" particle

is C-ocld.

Since the particles D>j_ appear as poles of soliton-

antisoliton amplitudes, an arbitrary S-matrix element in-

volving these particles can be calculated as a residue of

an appropriate multiparticle soliton amplitude. In terms of

the algebraic formalism described in sect.2 algebra (4.5)

of particles /\{&) and H\v) should be supplemented with

new symbols Dn,Kv)t П-=£,2у < — and commutation rules of

Вц, with A and A and of B^with B ^ should be

specified. The procedure for the residue calculation

mentioned above corresponds to the following definition of

symbols &к\У)
 i n

 terms of A &nd A



for i'l. с'/ьг, ,

for ) ^ odd.

This definition has e formal character and should be

o.sed to derive the rules for ccnanutatiou of D^ with f\

and of fj>̂  with П,/Ь asidering, for inatance, in-product

A(Q{) AiB.?} Aifii) . using (4o5) and talcing the l imit

9i&? ' ' "' /d ':>' m e a n s o f (4.15) one obtains

where

(4.17)

is the amplitude of two-particle scattering /^+D^

Analogous consideration leads to commutation rules

where О V^/
 i 8 t h e

 ""o-pe^i
01
» amplitude for

scattering. Its explicit form is

f
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Amplitudes (4.17) and (4.18) turn out to be

periodic functions of U (in fact, this property ia

dictated by the crossing-symmetry and the two-particle

unitarit/ of О (^9/ando * LbJ ). The location of poles

and zeroes of these amplitudes is shown in Pig.6. Note the

set of double poles Щ ~
 c
T

 +
 " y 7 — ^ (*12 ... ft-1 of

S Lv) for И.^ 2i these "redundant" polee do not corres-

pond to an/ bound states. Single poles О
 s
 *• 5~ + ̂ f^fc

and {/=ьг-сИ%(: are the S-channel and U. -

:nannel soliton poles, respectively: in the S -plane

2. 2.

these poles are at S = flt and Ы= ТЛ. .

\J?/only the poles U x i TF~o and
л — П+rVL^,

 b
a

tf = UL—Tr—• correspond to the real particle E>ntm.,

all the other poles are redundant. The appearence of poles

&л+пъ. i-- the amplitude О ' (Jff) allows one to interpret

any particle D f for С >- 2 as a bound state D
f t

+
 iDjn. with

l2+ffl= ( ' and, consequently, to interprete O{ as a

bound state of С "elementary" particles &± . A possibi-

lity of auch interpretation was mentioned in ref./15/.

In the case УП-Ц-i. eq.(4.19) gives the two-par-

ticle amplitude of "elementary" particles,(!,.%, Ske+^Ы^% (4.20)

2
This expression can be expanded in powers of A and

l '

compared with p - perturbation theory results for Lag-

One can verify that formal definition

ith (414) dis consistent with (4.14) and completely self-consistent
/31/.



rar.,*inn (1.1). Formula (4.20) top-ether with ite perturbe-

sional verification was presented in /8-10/ as a solution

of analyticity and unitarity for particles &L .

Formulas (4.16-4.19) solve the bound state problem of

зте-Gordon model. Together with (4.5) i (4.8 - 4.10) and

(3-16) they represent the total auantum sine-Gordon S-

-aatrxx.

To conclude this section let us conBider the nonrela-

tiviatic version of 0(2) -symmetric S-matrix. After sub-

stitution (3.11) the н-eneral solution of the factorization

equations become, instead of (4.8)
(
(see Appendix A)

500 " - ^ ' Я ' Ы * )
 u

-
21b>

where Э£= ^-. Since we must not require any crossing

symmetry now, % and <£• are independent parameters.

The unitarity condition then gives the following equation

2

W 5 <4
"
г2>

The "minimum" solution of (4.22) is

?orm-Jlas (4.21 - 1.23) clearly give the nonrelativis-

tic liaiit of the sine-Gordon soliton S-matrix. Furthermore,

amplitudes (4.23) and (4.21a) are just reflection and
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transition ones for the scattering on the potential

(4.24)

64 OJ(&

while amplitude (4.21b) describes the scattering on the

potential

vV
(

where C? - Э&-ЗС+7~ . It ia known, that a system of H + M

nonrelativietic particles of two different kinds described

by the Harailtonian

V J2 M ,2 «—

i V-£ IX d nV УЛА(Х—Х-
(4.26)

is completely integrable , i.e., it possesses an infinite

number of conservation laws, and its S-matrix is factorized

/44,45/. So, system (4-26) describes just the nonrelati-

vietic dynamice of quantum sine-Gordon eolitons. The

analogy between sine-Gordon aoliton scattering and that

on potential - ZTT~
 w

as noticed in .ref./38/.
CrL. X

5. O(H)-SYMMETRIC HONLOEAH £ -MODEL WITH N £. 3

How we consider the problem what type of quantum field

theory can serve as a dynamical background of the 0(H) -

symmetric factorized S-matrix of sect.3 with N £ 3.

At first remind the essential difference between a



£t. r ••••'-«'I Bolut. гоп of etc-tier. ? w M > ?> ^ 3 sr.d tVct with

N=2. Рог Я=2 the solution depends on free parameter

which could be interpreted as e coupling constant (in

particular, a "weak coupling regime" can be achieved by a

particular choice of this parameter), while for H £3 no

free parameter enters the solution (the only umbiguity is

(3-14)), but it depends analytically on the symmetry group

range И and can be expanded in powers of 1/S .

The coupling constant independence of all observable

properties but the overall mass scale is the phenomenon

characteristic for asymptotically free theories with

dynami : H.i 'iiase transmutation (actually, it is a consequence

of renormalizabiiity /28//. One can believe, therafore, that

a theory of this very type describes the dynamics of

factor-, v.rtd seattevin," of eect.3 with N > 3.

To ensure the fact that a certain quantum field theory

really leads to the S-matrix of sect.3 ne should reveal

its following properties:

a) The model is one of massive particles with 0(H) -

symmetric spectrum. The spectrum contains isovector 11-plet.

b) The total S-matrix of this theory "is., factorized.

If these properties turn out to b« true the problem

of CDD-urabiguity (3«14) should be solved to obtain an exact

S-matrix of the theory.

Consider O(N)-symmetric chiral field model (1.4).The

usual Q -perturbation theory of (1.4) is based on a gold-

atone vacuum and leads in two dimensions to infrared cata-

strophe. Therefore, it is unlikely applicable to elucidate

obeervable properties such as the spectru •" and the S-matrix.

In this case the weak coupling limit is achieved as
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However, there ie another powerful approach to thia model,

namely, the 1/N - expansion. This method for the model

(1*4) has been developed in refs./23,24/ (see Appendix Б).

It is based on the exact solution at H -too which

obviously satisfies the requirement a): at H + o o the

model contains an iaovector N-plet of free massive par-

ticles only , The interaction of these particles ie of

the order of 1/U and 1/K- expansion is just the perturba-

tion theory in this interaction. The property a) is still

valid in any order of this perturbation theory. Thus, it

is clearly true as H is sufficiently large. It ie not

ultimately clear whether the situation is the same when N

becomes not large, say N«3,4 • However, we shall assume

that the situation characteristic of large N is still valid

at all N ^ 3. The result of thia section confirms this

assumption to some extent.

Let us turn to the scattering propertic-з of this model.

The existence of an infinite number of conservation laws

for classical model (1.4) hes been discovered by Pohlmeyer

/46/. However, since the quantum vacuum of the model

appears to be crucially different from the classical one,

the relation between the classical conservation laws and

quantum ones cannot be straightforward. In particular,

the conformal invariance of the classical theory which is

of essential use in Pohlmeyer's derivation is surely

broken in a quantum case due to coupling constant renorma-

lization.

The presence of higher conservation laws in quantum

' The absence of other particles at N large is shown in

/47/.
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model (1.4) has been shown by Polyakov /26/. Here we

present briefly the Polyakov'e derivation.

The motion equations corresponding to Lagrangian

(1.4) are

П%г + Ь)П-
С
~ О ;

where CO Is a Lagrange field (see Appendix B) and sub-

indices 6 and T mean derivation with respect to

1
; T- x*-x

l

Bq. (5.1) in a classical theory implies

= x
e
* x

1
; T - x*-x

l
. (5.2)

These equations, which are of essential use in

Pohlmeyer's derivation /46/, mean both the conservation of

energy-momentum and the conforznal invariance of classical

theory. In a quantum case the conformal symmetry i<J broken

by a stress-energy tensor anomaly and one has instead of

(5.3) ^

(5.4)

where O is a certain constant which can be easily con-

nected with the Gell-Mann-Low function. Of course, relations

(5.4) imply the energy-momentum conservation in the quantum

theory since they are juet .of divergency-zero type.

To obtain the next conservation law let,us consider,

following Polyakov, the derivatives j_ ][.(№>6б) J'j; and

YL XX) J A . In a classical theory one has, for
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instance,

In a quantum case this relation ie deformed by anomalies.

It is easy to see that the most general quantum variant of

(5.5) ie

+ (total 6 - derivative) ,
whê e the terns rreporticr.al to Od. is the anomaiy. Further-

JV * л«л

more, one can consider the derivative I / ( fL<s) j —

obteir. in p. quantum csse
J
quite analogously to (5-6),

d • ->- A/ . о

(•••)..

How it is straightforward to construct a new conservation

law

J * 3 + OC Г

= ( • • • / 6 .
Ho difficulties arise in constructing a further COD-

eervation law. The equation

(5-9)
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can be se-isfied, in the same manner as (5.8), by an

appropriate hoice of parameters Cij, Cc^ and ьб-j .

Higher conservation laws of the infinite eet require more

delicate inveetigation; they have been constructed in a

recent paper /27/. We do not discuss all the infinite set

here. As shown in /26/, the first two conservation lavs

(b.4) and (5.8) are already sufficient to restrict the

3--matrix to processes satisfying the selection rules i)

and ii) pointed in sect.2. According to the general consi-

deration of sect.2, this implies the S-matrix factorisation

for model (1.4).

It is instructive to observe the last property of the

S-matrix of the chiral field in the 1/N-perturbation theory

/25/. Let us do this in the order of 1/N (in the order of

1/N these properties are trivial, being determined by

kinematics). In this order we are interested "n the

amplitudes 2 -• 4 (Pig.7) and in connected amplitudes 3-i>3

(Fig.8).

Using the diagramatic technique of 1/N-expaneion (see

Appendix B) one can represent the amplitudes 2 -> 4 by a

sum of diagrams shown in Pig.9 (we consider only the case

i- $j Ф- fc *• t for simplicity; a general case includes more

diagrams, but the result is the same). To demonstrate the

total cancellation among the diagrams in Pig.3 it is useful

to take into account the explicit expression for arbitrary

two dimensional one-loop diagram /8/. The expression is

shown schematically in Pig.10: an arbitrary boson loop is

the sum of terms, each corresponding to any division of

the loop through two lines. The contribution of each divi-

sion is equal to the product of two "tree" diagrams sepe-
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rated by a dashed line in Pig.10 by the function

where S a b x(^«-+ ̂ *b) » t n e momenta Ktc and /Cfc of
2. Z 2.

cut lines being determined by the condition £-сс~^Ъ~ ^

At S^i fixed this equation has two solutions connected

by the exchange Jt<t*"~^£b » both should be taken into

account in Fig.10.

It is easy to see that all possible divisions of

triangle loop in diagram in Pig.9g) cancel exactly the

other diagrams in Pig.9. Consider, for example, the divi-

sion shown in Pig. 11. Two solutions of equation C^**^-»''

are K± = Pi ; Cz= f>6 and C£ = p 6 ; £ z = f>S . The

factor гФС^5Ь) in this division is just - /T)f^ )»

is a w fieid propagator (wavy line). Therefore,

the division in Pig.11 cancels diagrams in Pig.9 e) and f).

The other divisions of the loop cancel diagrams in Pig.9

a-d).

The factorization of connected amplitudes 3 -• 3 in
о

the order of 1/H can be shown analogously. Corresponding

diagrams are listed in Pig.12 (we again consider the case

i £j Ф1СФ-1 only). It is easily seen, that in the kine-

matical regions, where the solid-line propagators in dia-

grams in Pig.12 a-f) are noneingular, all possible divi-

sions of the loop in Pig.12g) cancel out contributions of

other diagrams . Mass-shell singularities of the solid-line

propagators in Pig.12 a-f) require speciel consideration.

For example, if Pi."* Pi • p2"*Pl . Pi"* P* the intermediate

solid lines of diagrams in Pigs.12 c),d) and f) acquire
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their mass shell poles. These propagators can be written

in the form

It can be shown that the principal parts of these singu-

larities are cancelled among three diagrams in Figs.12 c),

d) and f), leaving the b -function terms only, correspond-

ing to intermediate particles on the mass shell. The

diagram 12 g) cannot cancel these О -function terms,

being nonsingular in the region under consideration (where

all the momenta transferred are space-like). So, only the

terms with mass-shell О -functions remain in the Bum of

diagrams in Pig.12. These О -functions ensure the facto-

rized structure of the amplitude in Pig.8.

We have shown that the quantum model (1.4) satisfies

properties a) and b). Hence, one of the solutions (3.8),

(3.13)» (3.17) specified by a choice of CDD poles (3.14)

can be used to describe the scattering of this model. We

do not know any way to remove the CDD-umbiguity rigorously,

but the choice of "minimum
1
* solution, namely Ог\у)

=
&я (6)

from (3.17), appears to be the most natural. Below we

present some arguments in support of this choice.

At first let us note that CDD-poles (3-14), if added,

in general result in additional poles in all three channels

of two-particle scattering: isoscalar, aritisynmetric-tensor

and symmetric tensor . Such a stronr isospin degenerasy

' The only exceptional case is that of single CDD - pole
0(±= A added to ^l*^©) »

 w n e r e
 bound states appear in

isoscalar and antisymmetric tensor channels only. This
case corresponds to 6 z = 6i~'CeJ (see (3.19)) and is
under consideration in the further section.



of states seems to be unnatural. The "minimum" solution

- O ^ ( 0 ) possess no poles in the physical strip

and^therefore^elementary" isovector par-

ticles /t£ of (1.4) produce no bound states.

Furthermore, a calculation of two-particle amplitudes

for model (1.4) by 1Л1- expansion technique (see Appendix

B) in the order of1/N leads to the result:

P± Pi Pi p!
J~~~V~ 23Г2 (5.12a)

(5.12b)

2XL (5.12c)

р

The signs in (5.12) mean that the interaction between r\'
u

is of repulsive type (at least for large N). Hence, /t£

is unlikely tc form bound states. It is easy to verify

that expressions (5-12) really coincide with the first

terms of 1/N-expansion of exact Bolution (3-8), (3*13)»

(3.17) with &Jj9) - 6
г
 (0/. Thus, the latter choice is

in accordance with 1/N - expansion of (1.4). It is interest-

ing to compare the solution of sect.3 with the results of

the ordinary Q, - perturbation theory of model (1.4).

Adopting the S-matrix (3.8),(3.17) to correspond to some

renormalizable asynptotically free field theory, one can

expand the scattering amplitudes, which are the functions

of variable r,r*,\

in the asymptotic series in powers of Q^M/ • Using the

first term of £> -model Gell-Mann-Low function jSC^-) /20/
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one obtains up to Q ( Q —

6
z
(s) - i - t

In (5.15) the asymptotiCB S-> oo ie written down and

power terns in S are dropped.

The usual perturbation theory (expansion in Л ) ie

based on goldetone vacuum and deals with N-1 plet of gold-

etone particles instead of B-plet cf massive particles r\{_.

In this perturbation theory the loop diagram calculation

leade to infrared divergencies. However, all the infrared

divergencies are cancelled among the diagrams contributing

to the scattering amplitude of goldstone particles in the

order of Ц. . One can believe,therefore, hat calculation

of these diagrams results in the correct ultraviolet asympto-

tics of the real A^ particle scattering amplitude. This

calculation is straightforward and does lead to (5.15).

6. S-MATRU OP GROSS-TJEVEU "ELEMENTARY" PSRMIONS

Another example of aeymptotically free field theory

exhibiting the properties a) and b) of section 5 and,

thereforepleading to the factorired S-matrix of section 3

with И ^ 3 is Gross-Heveu model (1.5).

An infinite set of nontrivial conservation laws for
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a classical version of model -(1.5) has been found in

recent paper /48/. These classical conservation laws are

quite analogous in their structure to those of the non-

linear О - model found by Pohlmeyer. Again the conformal

invariance of the classical theory (1.5) (which is broten

in a quantum case) plays a crucial role in the derivation

of these conserved currents. However, it is natural to

expect that higher conservation laws are present in

quantum theory (1.5) as well. Dashen, Hasslacher and Heveu

/29/ have investigated the classical field equation which

determine the stationary phase points of the effective'

action (B.5
1
) (see Appendix B). They have been, able to

find out explicitly a aeries of time-dependent solutions.

It means almost surely the complete integrability of the

system determined by these equations.

To make sure that quantum theory (1.5) really possesses

higher conservation laws let us derive the first nontrivial

law following Pclyakov's method /26/. All the considerations

will be quite parallel to those applied in sect.5 for the

case of the ^ - model.

It is convenient .to use the motion equations of (1.5)

explicitly in terms of right-and left-handed components

of Major.n. «Mapinprs» f<(X) -(VfM, Yi

where Q) — O^T *f> i£ • The momenta-energy conservation

and conformal invariance of equations in classical case

imply analogously to v5.3)^ .



which should be, of course, replaced in the quantum theory

Ь
У А/

Using these quantum equations one can easily verify that

the following equations can be satisfied by an appropriate

choice of the parameter С

These ^quaticnE ere îust the first nontrivial con-

servation law of the Gross-Neveu model. The existence of

c-uch a conservation law implisaYthe Grcss-Keveu S-matrix

setisi'iea property b) of sect.5.

Alternatively^ one could discover this property of

the Gross-Heveu S-matrix in iVN-expansion /49/. The 1/N-

expansion technique for this model has been developed ir.

/28/ (it is described briefly in Appendix B). It -s similar

in the main to th&t used in the case of the nonlinear

model. In particular, the diagranmatic consideration of

previous section can be repeated word for word .in the

Gross-Heveu case.

There, is an important difference, however, between

the 6 - model 1/N technique and that of the Gross-Keveu

model. Note the additional minus oi^r. in (В. 9
1
) against
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(В.9) which ie connected with the feraion nature of т -

fields (eee Appendix B). This leads to the significant

difference between two scattering theories. For instance,

for model (1.5) one has instead of (5.12),

( 6
-

5 )

The signs in eq.(6.5) correspond to attrective interaction

of "elementary" fermions (which we denote again by Ai»

i.*x
>
2
>
... N ). Therefore, bound states of Ai should

exist.

Тле bound state problem in model (1.5) has been in-

vestigated by a semiclacsical (N-large) method in ref./2$>/.

The rich spectrum of 0(1!) - multiplets of bound etates

has been found. There are isoscalar, isovector multiplets

and a number of higher range antisymmetric-tensor ones.

The semiclassical spectrum possesses a strong isospin

degeneracy: different isospin multiplets are gathered into

supermultiplets defined by the "main quantum number" Yi, whjeb

ecrrespends to the number of bounded "elementary" fermions.

Semiclassical masses depend only on this number

where YYX. is the mass of «J, .

There are ot..er particles apart from A^ - bound

states - "kinks" of the O)(x) field /29/. Their semi-

classical mass is

№
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and the existence of these "kinks" is juet an explanation

of the upper oound for PL in eq.(6.6).

The qualitative structure of semiclassical bound

state spectrum (which becomes exact as U -* 0
е
 ) makes one

choose solution (3.8), (3.13), (3.17) with <$
z
(&)

m
Gi(P

as an exeot S-matrix of "elementary" Groas-Neveu fermions.

The 1/N- expansion of this solution turns out to coincide

with (6.5). Furthermore, let us consider two particle

amplitudes of A ^ - scattering with the definite S-chanael

isoapin

( 6
-

s b
>

AB it iB seen from (6.8), bound states exist in isoacalar

and antisymmetric-tensor channels only. We denote these

particles В and B̂ j . Their masses «re

Higher bound states apperr as poles in multiparticle

amplitudes. The investigation of these poles (quite

parallel to that in ref./10/ for the bound states of

eine-Gordoxx "elementary" partioles) leads to the spectrum

of multiparticle A'
u
 - bound states which agrees qualita-

tively with the semiclassical spectrum of Dashen, Haee-

lacher and Neveu /29/. Semiclassical isospin degeneracy

turns out to be exact while the exact mass fonuul~ is
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/V-2
*-•«,-• < т

which differs from the •emiclassical one (6.6) by sub-

stitution H-*N - 2 only*'. It is natural to suppose that

all the qualitative semiclassical picture of spectrum

remain unchanged in the exact solution provided the sub-

stitution H-»H-2 is made. In particular, there are "kink"

particles at any N and formula (6.10) in terms of kink

mass becomes

It follows from eq. (6.11) that the bound states

subsequently disappear from the spectrum with the decrease

of H and no particles but "kinks" remain in the system at

N ̂  4. In particular, there are no "fundamental" fermione

A ^ at H»3,4. Therefore, the exact S-matrix of Gross-

Heveu "fundamental" fermions presented above have a direct

physical meaning at N > 4 only being quite fictitious at

H-3,4.

To construct the total Gross-Heveu S-matrix for any

H > 3 one should calculate the factorized S-matrix for the

"kinks". The essential problem arises in this way: what

representation of internal symmetry group do the "kinks"

belong to? There are some arguments chat these particles

form 0(N) isospinor multiplets (this point was noticed

by E.Witten, private communication). In any event the

problem of obtaining the total Gross-Neveu S-matrix

rerains open.
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АРШГОИ A.

In this appendix we derive solutions of equations

(3.5) and (3.6).

1} Consider system (3»5). It is convenient to intro-

duce the ratios

Then equations (3.5 a,b) become

Substituting Q"0 or 0*0 into (A.3) and (A.2) one

obtains the followicg relations

fhese equations сад be satisfied in three possible ways:

«) g ( 0 M ! k(fi)a "I b)^(e)*-i ; h(0) is arbitrary,
c) Q(O)"hCO)*C . The first two cases are not interesting

for us since possibility a) is againet unitarity (3-4b)

and possibility b) cannot satisfy crossing relation (3.2b).

therefore,

o(o) » h(o) * о u,4)
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Differentiating (A.2) end (A.3) v/itn resp-ict to 9 and

then setting с* — О one gets

where (S - f\(Ô erd & = U(0). These equations can be easily

turned to the form

h!(h!(e) - fc
The solution of ( У) яг:4 (А. 7) is

where Oi=-^ta%^;/S>=-t-^rflio—. The real analyticity

condition for the scettering amplitudes requires /L(."/

and (X(J&) to be real at Re.9-0. Hence, J" and S

are real parameters. Formulas (A.9) and (A.10) are equi-

valent to (3.7).

2) Let us turn to the system (3.6). Oeing the nota-

tion Л.(0)" ̂ ,
л
\ one reduces (3.6a) to the form

Hence
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where A ie en arbitrary real parameter. Substitution of

(A.12) into (3-6b) leads to the following equation

p(e+e)p(o') -1 j-(p(e) -

where O(9)
s
 ^,

л
т • *he solution of (A. 13) is

where 36. is the other real parameter. How equation (3.6c)

leade to the restriction

u # 1 5 )

and we obtain (3-8).

APPEHDH В

This appendix ie intended for the derivation of the

diagrammatic technique of 1/B expansion of models (1.4)

and (1.5) /23,24,28/.

All the following calculations will be performed for

both models (1.4) and (1.5) simultaneously. To avoid any

confusion
/
relative variables corresponding to models (1.4)

and (1.5) are marked by subindices C? (chiral field) and

GB (Groee-Reveu). Futhermore, all the numbers of formulae

relating to model (1.5) are primed.

Following /23,28/ introduce the auxiliary Lagrange

field U)C
X
) and write

L
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The generating functional for the Green functions of

the field П.^С
Х
)( ^t(*) in tbe cese of (1.5)) can be written

in the form

2[JJ - IDJ/JM,
*r.ere

< B
'

3 )

The iiitej-raticr. over t\(x)in expression (B. 3) (over л£(к)

in (3.3')) way be carried out explicitly, and results in

(irrelevant factor, which is cancelled in (B.2) is dropped)

( в
'

4 )

( Б . 4 1 )

where

and (з£р(*>* I")) endGfiv^^l*4
^ are Green functions of

differential cperatoiJ
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(В. б)

fy *«>(*) (В.б«)
reapectively.

One obtains the 1/H-eeries of model (1.4)((1.5))

calculating integral (B.4)((B.4')) perturbatively. The

stationary phase point of this integral at

should be taken into account and functionals Ore L J

andGcpC^x'ja;) ( S^Lu)} andG
eA
,(X

i
x'|tj) ) should

be expended in O) =U)-U$ *K

It is easy to follow from the integrals (B.4) end

(B.4
1
) tc the simple diagrammatic technique with elements

drawn in Fig.13a)b), where the sign + (-) in rultileg

vertices (Fig.13b)) corresponds to the case of the ihiral

field (Gross-Neveu) model. Constructing any diagram from

these elements one should not draw closed solid-line loops

since they are already taken into account by multileg

vertices in Pig.13b).

Functions corresponding to the solid and wavy lines

in Fig.13 are different for the cases of (1.4) and (1.5)s

Л,1п fact,there are two symmetrical stationary phase points
(л)-±ТП%Ы in (B.4

1
). The eye tern is settled in one of them

by the Hjfgs effect. This corresponds to spontaneous
breakdown of the discrete jy - symmetry /28/.



D(K
2
) = К'

b)

a)

Pig.13

• >

i.9)

(В.'

In formulas (B.9) and (B.9') and in the general part

. : tnt. paper subindices CP and GH near the masses of

particles ere droppec.
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